Hornet's Nest
Age: 8+ Years
Players: 9
Topic: Passing And
Receiving
Sub Topic:
Switching The Play
Duration: 15 Mins
Set Up The Drill: Set up a 24×24 yard grid and then split it into four equal size squares. Create a 2×2
yard diamond in the middle of the four squares. This will be the ‘Hornet’s nest.’ Have three sets of
different color bibs and a supply of balls to help facilitate quick restarts.
Make three teams of 3. In this description, the teams will be orange, red, and blue. The orange team
starts as the ‘Hornets’ (defending team). They must all stand in the small ‘Hornet’s nest’ in the center
grid. The red team groups up with a ball in one of the 12×12 yard squares. The blue team split up with
one player standing in each of the three remaining squares.
Instructions: The red team tries to make four consecutive passes within their square. The orange
team sends one player from their nest to try and stop them. If the red team makes four consecutive
passes, they can then pass/switch the ball to any of the three blue players. Following a successful
switch;
The blue players all transition to the same square the ball was passed into and try to make four
consecutive passes before switching again.
The red team spread out with one player moving to each of the three remaining squares.
The original orange defender goes back to the Hornet’s nest, and the orange team sends a different
defender to try and win the ball from blue.
The orange team continues to be the Hornets (defenders) until they win the ball back and make a
switch themselves, or one of the attacking teams kicks the ball out of the grid. When that happens, the
team that lost the ball becomes the new Hornets, and play continues.
Coaching Points:
Upon switch, the appropriate offensive team must transition and move to support the ball as
quickly as possible whilst the remaining team spreads out to empty three boxes, providing options
for the next switch.
Players should provide good angles of support at all times.
Good communication on and off the ball.
Keep your head up and be aware of options at all times.

